
Do not fear going forward slowly, fear only to stand still

COACHES CONVENOR

FUNCTIONS

1. Co-ordinate District structures
2. Be the liaison between schools, province and SASN
3. Planning & discussion meetings (2 per annum)
4. Monitor District activities
5. Send monthly reports to Ronelle Nell
6. Work with the Federation convenors
7. Co-ordinate the selection processes in the province
8. Responsible for certificate distribution
9. Maintain & promote the keeping of logbooks
10. Order Coaches Exam question papers (SASN)
11. Co-ordinate all Coaching Courses
12. All courses must be sanctioned
13. Monitor the presenters
14. Organise presenters if necessary
15. Ensure that all levels are catered for
16. Channel all questions and queriesShare latest techniques
17. Maintain a database and forward to SASN
18. Ensure membership forms are completed, collated and forwarded
19. Preach the same Gospel
20. Assist with SASN Courses if necessary
21. Attend workshops when convened through SASN
22. Ensure that Preschonet and Mini Netball are also catered for
23. Enforce the Code of Conduct
24. Address unprofessional behaviour
25. Enforce policy.

CODE OF CONDUCT

This Code of Conduct has at its heart
SASN commitment to:

● Integrity,
● Service to the youth of our

country,
● The development of sport

among our youth,
● Brotherhood among all South

Africans, and
● Accountability to its constituents,

the youth, their parents,
sponsors and donors.

Within this spirit, the following rights are
recognised. Persons who, by their
conduct or attitudes, do not
acknowledge that rights are to be
accompanied by responsibilities cannot
enjoy them.

● The right to enjoy competitive
sport in a safe and orderly
environment.

● The right to be treated
courteously and respectfully.

Coaches’ Code of Conduct
● Remember that children

participate for pleasure and that
winning is only part of the fun.

● Never ridicule or yell at a child
for making a mistake or losing.

● Be reasonable in your demands
on young players’ time, energy
and enthusiasm.

● Teach your players to follow the
rules, not subtle inconsistencies.

● Whenever possible, group
players to ensure everyone has
a reasonable chance of success.

● Avoid overplaying talented
players. The average need and
deserve equal time.

● Develop team respect for the
ability of opponents and for the
judgement of officials and
opposing coaches.
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Please note that costs are the following:

Pre-level - R300 pp + 5% handling fee, postage? Depends on order (what NSA must receive),
facilitation fee R1500, transport depending on distance, accommodation and meals if needed
(for PCD) i.e. 24 candidates x R300 = R7200 x 5% = R360 + R7200 = R7560 + postage of i.e.
R300 + transport at R3 p/km for traveling of PCD + Facilitation fee of R1500 + accommodation
and meals at R1200 = could be approximately R15000 (R625 pp) if all costs are totaled. This
course is 5 hours (1 day).

Level 1 - R600 pp + 5% handling fee, postage? Depends on order (what NSA must receive),
facilitation and assessment fee R4500, transport depending on distance, accommodation and
meals if needed (for PCD) i.e. 24 x R600 = R14 400 x 5% = R720 + R14 400 = R15 120 +
postage of i.e. R470 + transport at R3 p/km for travelling of PCD + facilitation R4500 +
accommodation and meals at R2000 = could be approximately R23 700 (R990 pp) - fee includes
the assessment of candidates. Assessment is done on the 3rd day of the course. If people are not
there for assessment, they have to pay extra to the assessor (transport and accommodation and
extra assessment fee) to accommodate them.

Level 2 - R1200 pp + 5% handling fee, postage? Depends on order (what NSA must receive),
facilitation and assessment fee R4500, transport depending on distance, accommodation and
meals if needed (for PCD) i.e. 10 x R1200 = R12 000 x 5% = R600 + R12 000= R12600 +
postage of i.e. R300 + transport at R3 p/km for traveling of PCD + facilitation R4500 +
accommodation and meals at R4000 = could be approximately R24 400 (R2440 pp)- fee
includes the assessment of candidates which takes place 1 year later. If people are changing set
dates for assessment, they have to pay extra to the assessor to accommodate them. The course
is 3 days. Accommodation and transport for assessments at a later stage is already considered
as candidates need to coach for one year before assessments are done.

NSA is not responsible for accommodation, transport or meals for the candidates.
.

CONVENOR - COACHES
Karin Potgieter
0769757709
karinptgtr@yahoo.com


